OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
MEWAR UNIVERSITY, GANGRAR (CHITTORGARH) RAJASTHAN

MU/PO/Research/0046

Date: 11th July 2017

Note to the Research Division and all Departments

Sub:- Authentication of M. Phil. and Ph.D. Degree by the Department of Higher Education, Govt. of Rajasthan.


The Heads of Departments, Assistant Registrar, Research Division and all officials dealing with Research and Ph.D. degree may kindly peruse the enclosed format which is part of the Degree Authentication Procedure by the Govt. of Rajasthan. We need to ensure that the details called for in the format are duly provided at the time of verification. The candidate, Controller of Examinations and the Registrar of the University shall be required to provide the specific information sought for in the format and certify the same with documentary proof of the conditions of Ph.D. research. The details about the Guide, the research center, etc, need to be provided in this regard.

I request all of you to go through these Formats and ensure that these stipulations are adhered to in the conduct of the Ph.D. programme. Negligence on these matters can lead to difficulties in degree verification, which would negatively affect the future of the scholars as well as tarnish the name of the University in the eyes of the public and the Government.

This is for the information and strict compliance by the academics and officials involved in the execution of Ph.D. or any other research degree programme in Mewar University.

Copy to:

1) Pro-President-cum-Registrar
2) OSD
3) Controller of the Examinations
4) Administration
5) Asst. Registrar (Research Division)
6) All HoDs

Prof. V.N. Rajasekharan Pillai
President
MEWAR UNIVERSITY
Gangrar (Chittorgarh)
Additional form for authentication of M.Phil/Ph.D. degree

Part-A: (to be filled and signed by the candidate)

(a) Name of candidate: ..............................................................
(b) Category of student ........................................................... (SC/ST/OBC/SBC/ Divyang) (Yes/No)
    Women ........................................ (Yes/No) whether maternity/childcare leave allowed during PhD ...
(c) Mode: ........................................................................ (Full time/Part time/Distance)
(d) Title of thesis .....................................................................
(e) Is there Post graduation level course being conducted at institution? ................................ (Yes/No)
(f) Name of Research Guide .................................................. Designation ........................................
    College where employed ................................................. Town/District ................................
    Name of university to which affiliated .....................................
(g) Name of co-guide (If any) ......................................................
    Name of institution ............................................................ District ........................................
(h) Date of Registration ......................................................... Date of award ................................
(i) Marks at postgraduation level ............................................. Grade .............. award date ............
(j) Details of M.Phil: Date of Registration .................................. Award ........................................
    Percent Marks obtained .................................................... Grade ........................................
    Name and address of Institution: ............................................

Whether M.Phil and Ph.D. was offered as an integrated programme ................................ (Yes/No)

Part-B

(to be filled and signed by competent authority of University)

(b) Name of University ............................................................... 
(c) Nature of University ............................................................. (State/Private/deemed)
(d) Date of entrance test when candidate appeared ..................... Interview date .....................
(e) Name of research Supervisor/guide ....................................... 
(f) Information to be provided by Private and deemed universities –
    Whether supervisor is employed in university on regular basis .......... (Yes/No)
    Designation ................................................ Duration of employment in University From: .......... to ..........
    No. of research students allotted to the Supervisor ...................... 
    Does university offers post graduation level programme in subject in which M.Phil/PhD work has been carried out? .......(Yes/No) Title of PG programme ........................................
    Name of other PhD qualified teacher in Department ...............
(g) Whether name of candidate has been uploaded on website of University as scholar? ...........
    If yes, Webaddress .................................................................
(h) Electronic copy dissertation/thesis uploaded on IFLIBNET ..........................(Yes/No)

It is certified that the candidate was having educational qualifications and publications as per the Regulations of University Grants Commission. It is also certified that Research Guide assigned to candidate was having qualification, as per UGC Regulations.